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This paper proposes an original methodology for testing hypotheses while production forecasting . The basic principle consists in adding new data at future times . These data correspond to various forecasts scenarios . Then the aim is to Eind out if it is possible to satisfy all the available data (measured and added) and the constraints on the geological model . This match is repeated for each scenario . This methodology Galled 'scenario matching (SM)' can be used to estimate uncertainties in production forecasting searching extreme (min max) future values in oil production, breakthrough time, water-cut, bottom-hole pressure, etc .
Different tools have been developed to implement this original methodology . They are principally based on the gradient method coupled with an appropriate optimisation algorithm.
A typical numerical application is presented to demonstrate the benefits of this approach . Using the proposed procedure makes it possible in a practical way to transfer the uncertainty associated with the geological model into an uncertainty on production forecasts .
INTRODUCTIO N
Inversion in Reservoir Engineering is not a new topic as it has been extensively used for obtaining the Huid flow parameters at the laboratory scale (absolute permeability, relative permeability and capillary curves) [4, 161, for interpreting well testsl7,9,10,l51 and for matching field behaviour[1-3,5,6,8,2o-2 ,25-2s1 . This inverse modelling for multiphase flow represents a very active current research area Galled History Matching (HM) (cf. §2) .
Generally speaking, it consists in Tinding a set of parameters for the Huid flow equations that allows the simulator to reproduce the observed data . More precisely, these parameters could be :
• the porosity ;
• the absolute permeability ;
• the relative permeabilities ;
• the productivity indices of the Wells, etc .
At each well, the observed data are mainly the pressure, the Huid rate of the different phases and the composition of the fluids . Any combination of these variables such as watercut, gas-oil and water-oil ratios -can also be used .
In the inversion, it is well-known that the answer may not be unique . Hence, it i s important to incorporate geological knowledge in the history match procedure to reduce the space of possible solutions . Taking into account geological data, the production forecasts should be more predictive .
To build an initial geological model, all the available information (hard data) and knowledge (soft data) should be included considering the:
• structure of the sedimentological units (deposition sequence using high resolution stratigraphic concepts) ;
• bounds in petrophysical valnes (porosity, permeability, etc .) associated to the lithofacies ;
• statistical information such as means, standard deviations, spatial correlation, etc ., on these parameters .
Because of the inherent Jack of information for describing the reservoir flow properties, the geostatistical approach is used more and more (for instance[I4 D
The Bayesian Inversion (BI) formalism[ 1 1] (Cf. § 3) allows a priori information on the statistics of the parameters to be taken into account. In this formalism, it is also possible to consider errors on the measurements with their associated statietics, and errors due to the use of a numerical simulator to model the flow problem .
Unfortunately, the BI is very time consuming and, generally, not practical for full field case using current computer capabilities . It imposes that the flow simulator be runs with all possible 'sets' of parameters .
Hence, we propose a new approach for combining the Gradient Method[1,31 (GM) and the BI (Cf . § 4) . This combination allows us to reduce the number of runs to be performed in the BI.
Moreover the reservoir engineer does not only need to match the past but must also forecast the productions .
The aim of this paper is to propose an original method, Galled Scenario Matching (SM) method, for incorporating this forecasting problem in the inversion (Cf. § 5) and to compare it with the conventional HM and the BI methods.
To compare these methods, an application of these methods is presented on a test case . It demonstrates the practical interest of using the Gradient Method with the Bayesian Inversion and the Scenario Matching with an industrial full field multipurpose simulator .
HISTORY MATCHING
In the conventional HM procedure, th e mam steps are: .
• Building of an Initial Geological Model .
Usually, the geological model is deterministic . The parameters to invert are selected by the reservoir engineer by considering their degree of knowledge and the Huid flow proces to simulate .
• Matching Observed Data .
The observed data are well pressures, flow rates, etc . To obtain the match, the conventional procedure is done on a try and error procedure, i .e. given a set of parameter, the simulator is run and the results are compared with the observations . When this stage is done manually, the reservoir engineer modifies the valnes of the parameters with respect of reservoir knowledge and of his understanding of the behaviour of the reservoir.
It is sometimes possible to speed up this step by using an automatic procedure which allows us to modify iteratively the valnes of the parameters to obtain a better agreement between the observations and the computations .
• Simulating Production Forecast with Matched Model.
When there is a suitable match of the available data (history match), the same simulator is used to forecast the behaviour of the reservoir . Sometimes, sensitivity studies are dove around the parameters obtained after the match, but this does not directly give a quantification of the uncertainty on the forecasts .
HM formalism
The matctiing procedure can be formalised as follows :
The physical phenomena are modelled by a mathematica) model, Galled g, whose solution is solved by a numerical simulator (the reservoir Huid flow simulator) depending on np parameters (vector x) and at time t . Hence, the observed data d can be written as :
Let dm be a set of nm observations corresponding to the measurements of d :
A least square functional can be written to define a matching c riterion as:
The parameters for the HM are thosé minimising this functional given the constraints on the parameters.
The main drawbacks of this functional are :
• the initial knowledge on the reservoir is not quantified : therefore one can forget it while minimising the functional ;
• multiple solutions may exist that minimise this functional .
The quality of the forecast of such a procedure could be questioned because of this loss of a priori information and because of this non uniqueness .
To increase the quality of the forecast, it is important to take into account the information available on the geological model, and eventually statistics on this model, during the matching procedure. This introduces the inversion methods based on the Bayesian formalism .
THE BAYESIAN INVERSIO N
The basic p rinciple of thé .BI applied to rese rvoir Huid flow simulátión [ l'1;i3,24] is to modify the initial geological model by using the production data . The aim is to increase the quality of the forec ast.
BI formalism
In the BI procedure, the main steps are :
Here, the initial geological model is Galled the 'a priori model' and is considered as stochastic. The reservoir is described in term of a set of Huid flow parameters with their associated probability density (i .e. p(x)) . A priori parameters means x, and standard deviations aX can be used to model this a priori probability density function (pdfl_. With gaussian uncertainties, modelled'. by a covariance operator CX, the a priori pdf expression is :
• Using of the obse rved data.
The observed data dm are used for the calculation of the a posteriori pdf p(x/d=dm) witti the following Bayes rule :
where p(d=dm/x) is the so-called 'likelihood function' which quantifies the differences between the observations dr" and the computations d for a given set of parameters x. When the uncertainties are gaussian, and modelled by a covariance operator Cm, the likelihood function expresion is :
In practice, the a posteriori pdf has to be mapped in the full space of parameters to obtain a statistica) interpretation, in terms of the probability density function .
In summary, for each set of parameters the associated probability p(x) wil) be increased when the response of the model g(x,t) is close to the observations d m (i .e . when the likelihood function is large) .
THE BAYESIAN INVE RSION AND THE GRADIENT MET HOD
The BI is helpful for interpreting inversion results but is too CPU time consuming, because of the required number of simulations to evaluate the likelihood function . However, one can directly search the location of the optimum of the posterior pdf defining a functional to optimise and combining the BI and the GM . Compared to the HM, the objective function to minimise now includes the initial information on the geological model . Moreover, with some assumptions, one could obtain an approximation of the a posteriori pdf around this optimum solution .
The initial knowledge on the parameters can be included in the functional to minimise [ 3, 24 ] by introducing a new term F X depending on the gap between the a priori given means ja of the parameters and the parameters values x :
Covariance operators are introduced to model Gaussian uncertainties on the measurements (Cm matrix) and a priori Gaussian pdf on the parameters (CX matrix) .
The proposèd formulation is an extension of the classical least square objective function .
There is a direct link between this objective function and the Bayes rule . The a posteriori pdf can be expressed as :
Hence, the parameters obtained for the maximum of the a posteriori pdf, Galled x ., can be Been as the parameters. that minimise the objective function F.
When the convergence of the optimisation procedure is reached (location of the optimum x.) some assumptions can be used to obtain a posterior statistical analysis, with the following procedure :
• the forward model is linearized around the optimum xa, using the GM ;
• the posterior pdf is assumed to be locally Gaussian and modelled by a posterror covariance operator;
• the computation of this posterror covariance operator gives an approximation of the posterror standard deviations and of the maximum of the posterior pdf.
SCENARIO MATCHIN G
The previously discussed methods (HM and BI) only concern the fit of actual data with or without a priori information on the geology . The question of the production forecasting uncertainties obtained with the different models is never directly addressed . This is the main motivation to propose a new approach, Galled 'Scenario Matching (SM)', whose main steps are :
In the SM procedure, the main steps are :
• Building of an initial geological model, using the same procedure as in the BI (including all the a priori information) ;
• Adding data in the future to the observed data to create scenarios ;
The choice of these additional data corresponds to tests of hypotheses on production forecasts : for example it may translate a possible water breakthrough at a given future time tf or hypotheses on oil recovery, etc.
• Matching of observed and added data ;
For each scenario, the conventional inversion procedure is applied . A new geological model (i .e. a new set of parameters x) is obtained, corresponding to the previou s hypotheses . The probability of each scenario is directly chécked, using the BI formalism, with the a posteriori pdf value .
• Simulating production forecasts with matched scenarios ;
For each possible scenario, a direct numerical simulation gives a new forecast.
Beverai c ases may occur :
• Considering the choice of the parameters and the constraints on the geological models, it is possible to find a set of parameter values to reproduce the measured and the added data. This provides the reservoir engineer with a very useful information . Let us take an example : if the tried scenario aims to test if premature water breakthrough may occur at a specific well, and if the SM exhibits a set of parameter values which make this scenario possible, then the reservoir engineer may decide to make new measurements of some parameters to check if it really is possible or not.
• On the other hand, the matching of the scenario is only possible by greatly distorting the initial geological model . In this case, the reservoir engineer is more comfortable with his prediction . Coming back to our example, the reservoir engineer can assess whether there is little risk that the water breakthrough occurs before a certain period.
Comparison of pessimistic and optimistic sce narios fo r un certainty assessme nt
The previous objective function F (cf. §4) uses information from the beginring of the field production (to) until today (tt) . It is well known that several sets of parameters could be one solution that minimises this objective function .
Managing the uncertainties in the forecasting proces from today (t=ti) to a specific 'future' date tf may be Been as selecting within these possible solutions the set of parameters that will give the 'best' scenario and the set that will give the 'worst' scenario .
The scenarios must be defined using a criterion depending on the :production strategy for the forecasting period (i.e: frgm tt to tf) . The criterion could be, foi exáïnple :
• the total quantity of oil produced ; • the maximum total flow rate; • the breakthrough time ;
• the GOR, etc .
To handle this problem, the idea is to apply our SM approach to solve two optimisation problems :
• The 'best' scenario problem : Tinding the set of parameters that gives both a good history match and a maximum value for the criterion Min(Fm + Fx) + Max(Criterion )
• The 'worst' scenario : good history match but minimum value for the criterion Min(Fm + Fx) + Min(Criterion) .
The uncertainty is then the differente between the values of the criterion obtained from each scenario, keeping the constraints on the geology.
SM formalis m
A future time tf is chosen and new data is added to the actual production data at this time . Each new data value corresponds to a socalled production forecasting scenario . Algorithms have been developed to search min/max. production forecasting scenarios at the future time tf : the new data values are adjusted, deforming the production forecasting curve, so that the minimum or the maximum is reached at t=tf. To control the possibility of each scenario an iso-probability constraint is imposed .
This problem is translated into an optimisation problem with non-linear constraints . The objective function used is :
F= Fm+Fx+F f where:
• Fm + FX is the previous objective function including a priori information (cf . §4) ;
• df : additional data at the future time t f;
• g(x,tf) :production forecast at the future time t f, Ff is an additional constraint used to obtain the min/max scenarios . The additional data df is adjusted to satisfy the two following constraints : 1) Fm + Fx :5 Fhmc, where Fnmc is a given History Match Criterion ;
2) g(x,tf) is a minimum or a maximun forecast.
The first constraint is equivalent to a relative probability constraint on the a posteriori pdf, in comparison to the maximum of probability . Given a Posterior Probability Ratio (ppr) : A great efficiency of this procedure is reached using the GM, implemented in our multipurpose reservoir simulator ATHOS : this analytical method directly provides the sensitivity of the model response to the parameters .
This optimisation algorithm has been adapted to solve the SM problem : The min/max forecasts constraints are combined to the minimisation of the HM criterion in a global iterative procedure .
TEST CASE
A synthetic test case is proposed to validate the proposed SM methodology and to demonstrate the improvement of the BI when using the GM . After defining a synthetic geological representation, synthetic production data are produced using a numerical simulation . To obtain a realistic situation, this reference case is assumed to be unknown in a second stage : an initial geological representation is chosen, as the a priori knowledge on the reservoir . Starting from this a priori information the different matching methods are used and results are compared to the reference case .
Description of the synthetic reference cas e
The geological model is a 2D reservoir composed of two layers ( fig . 1 ) . 
..~K2 = 100 mD
A constant horizontal permeability is ássigned to each layer (100 mD at the bottom and 200 mD at the top) . Each layer has the same height of 25 ft . The thickness of the section is 300 ft . The simulation grid consists of ten cells for each layer in the horizontal direction, and the total length is 1500 ft .
Water is injected at the left side of the cross section in the bottom layer and a total liquid rate (water+oil) is produced at the right side in the top layer . The same target rate (1250 bbUday) is imposed at the injector and at the producer to maintain the average pressure and to avoid a decrease of the oil pressure under the bubble point .
Initial fluids in place in the reservoir are a saturated oil reservoir with 12% of irreducible water. A black oil numerical simulation is used for a production period of 600 days . During a first period (from t=0 to t=300 days) only the oil phase is produced . Water breaks through at the producer at around 300 days . The water cut increases during the last period : 10% of water at t=380 days and 77 .7% of water at the end of the simulation (t=600 days) .
Synthetic observed dat a
Synthetic measurements are produced using the results of this reference simulation . Only the first production period (from t=0 to t=300 days) is used : the breakthrough time is assumed to be unknown to keep a large part of the uncertainty on the reservoir knowledge . The chosen measurement is the bottom-hole pressure in the producer, with five observed nalues from 25 to 300 days .
A global range of uncertainty is chosen to describe both measurements uncertainties and numerical simulation errors . These uncertainties are modelled with gaussian probability density functions centred on the reference simulation results and with am=20 psi as standard deviations .
These standard deviations are implemented in the objective function in the diagonal terms of the covariance operator C,,, on the measurements . Considering the first term of the objective function Fm that quantifies the gap between the observations dm (bottom-hole pressure here) and the simulation response a(x,t), the diagonal terms of C" -1 are equal to 1/m2 .
A priori geological model definition
Let us suppose that the geologica l reference model is unknown, and that a priori information on the geology is available . The following hypotheses are used :
• the geometry is well characterised, and the same simulation grid has been kept ;
• the horizontal permeabilities, assigned to each layer, are unknown ;
• a priori information on these permeabilities is available with a given range of uncèrtainty .
Both horizontal permeabilities have been chosen as the parameters to be inverted . The a priori information is modelled with gaussian uncertainties ( fig. 2) . The gap between a priori permeabilities xa and parameters x is quantified in the second term of the objective function F .
The standard deviations on the parameters 6X are introduced in the covariance operator CX, in the same manner as the errors on the observations : the diagonal terms of CX-1 are equal to 1/6X2 . Extra diagonal terms are zero, so that a priori information concerning a possible correlation between the two parameters is not introduced .
The chosen a priori numerical values are summarised in the following table 1 : The initial parameters are set to 160 mD (a priori values). The automatic HM procedure is used, based on the GM and the GaussNewton optimisation algorithm . The GM directly gives the sensitivity of the bottom-hole pressure in the producer to each permeability value .
Because of the use of synthetic measurements produced by the numerical simulator, the resulting matched model is very close to the reference case . Only five simulations are needed to obtain the location of the maximum of the likelihood function . The optimisation proces is summarised from the starting point to one optimum in the table 2 below : Table 2 The goal of the Bayesian Inversion method is to obtain the full a posteriori probability function, mapping all the parameter space . In this section the a priori information ( fig. 2) is directly taken into account in this a posteriori pdf, combining it witti the likelihood function ( fig . 3) , computed for each set of parameters .
The parameter space was mapped witti a wide range of permeabilities, from 20 mD to 300 mD, witti 35 values for each parameter (the total number of numerical simulations is 352= 1225 runs) . The advantage of having the full map of the a posteriori probability function is to obtain a lot of information on the simulation behaviour. Looking at the plot of the function (fig . 4) , the main conclusions are:
• only one single optimum is clearly identified, whose location is 143 ml) (top permeability) and 173 mD (bottom permeability) . The maximal value of the a posteriori pdf is 1 .48 10-7 ;
• a beller characterisation of the geology has been obtained, witti a smaller range of uncertainty on the parameters (in comparison witti the a priori pdf, fig . 2 ) ;
• the two parameters are correlated : the shape of the surface is not symmetric around the optimum, bul distorted along a correlation axis;
• the integration of the surface allows to calculate a posteriori statistical parameters on the parameters .
The calculated posterior standard deviations and the posterror parameters are compared to the initial information in the tables 4 and 5 below : Results on the test case are presented in fik . 6 . After using the previously described automatic procedure to search the optimum of the posterior pdf and to match the actual data (from t=0 to t=300 days), a direct numerical simulation has been used up to tf--600 days . This simulation gives an average forecast of the bottom-hole pressure . Then the posterior probability ratio 'ppr (cf . 5 .2 ) is chosen (ppr=0 .1), and extreme production scenarios is identified, keeping the geological model inside this probability domgin .
Iso-probability constraints are plotted in fik . 7 (using the BI mapping) to superpose the three scenarios (optimum, maxi and mini) in thé parameter space . The location of the parameters corresponding to the min/max scenarios are close to the frontier defined by the ppr=0 .1 ratio . Numerical results are summarised in table 7: The uncertainty on the bottom hole pressure forecast at tf--600 days is then given by the differente between the max forecast and the min forecast . This demonstrates the ability to transfer uncertainties on the geological model into uncertainties on production forecasts.
CONCLUSION S
Inversion in Reservoir Engineering is often done on the basis of trial and error runs by the reservoir engineer . This process starts with an initial guess of the geological model .
Recently, the Bayesian Inversion has proved interesting for inverting . production data in a stochastic context .
Considering the amount of runs needed for the BI, we propose to combine this formalism with the Gradient Method . This allows to constrain efficiently a geostatistical model with full field production data in a consistent formalism . With some hypothesis, one can obtain the a posteriori pdf around the matching parameters .
Moreover, to address the forecast problem for specific criteria, this paper proposes an original methodology Galled Scenario Matching . This SM can be used for translating the uncertainty inherent to the geological model into a quantification of the production uncertainty . The HM, BI, GM and SM can be all compared using the same notations .
For the new methods, all the algorithms have been implemented in a full field multipurpose industrial reservoir simulator . For demonstrating the feasibility and interest of the GM with BI and the SM, a synthetic multiphase case is fully described. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . : . . . .L . . 
